
Chile's stunning landscapes  have 

inspired some outstanding  poetry 
and poets, two of whom  were Nobel 
Prize winners, the  'Pais de Poetas' or 

'Land of
the Poets' range is a tribute to  this 

beautiful country and the  writers 
it inspires.



Key Information
Region
GrapeVariety  
ABV

Valle Central,Chile.  
100% Merlot
12.5% (9.4 units per 75clbottle  & 
1.6 units per 125ml glass).
Contains sulphites.
Suitable for vegetarians & vegans.

Allergens

Pais De Poetas Merlot
Chile

About
Chile’s stunning landscapes have inspired some outstanding poetry and poets, two of whom were Nobel prize winners, the ‘Pais  de Poetas’or
‘Land of the Poets’range is a tribute to this beautiful country and the writers it inspires.

Winemaking
This wine is made using traditional methods, only the best quality grapes are selected. The fermentation takes place at low  temperatures, in 
stainless steel vats, to preserve the fruit, freshness and concentration of aromatic components in the wine.This  wine is not aged in oak, but 
bottled young to be fresh andfruity.

Tasting Notes
An elegant, rich and fruity Merlot from Chile’s Valle Central. Intense fruit flavours of cherry and plum intertwine with sumptuous  aromas of 
coffee and chocolate. An excellent all rounder, this Merlot has intense red fruit flavours and is beautifully balanced.  Best served at room
temperature, it will partner well with red meat and tomato based dishes without overpowering them.
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Key Information
Region
GrapeVariety  
ABV

Valle Central, Chile.  100% 
SauvignonBlanc
12% (9 units per 75clbottle  & 1.5
units per 125ml glass).
Contains sulphites.
Suitable for vegetarians & vegans.

Allergens

Pais De Poetas Sauvignon Blanc
Chile

About
Chile’s stunning landscapes have inspired some outstanding poetry and poets, two of whom were Nobel prize winners, the ‘Pais  de Poetas’or
‘Land of the Poets’range is a tribute to this beautiful country and the writers it inspires.

Winemaking
This wine is made using traditional methods, only the best quality grapes are selected. The fermentation takes place at low  temperatures, in 
stainless steel vats, to preserve the fruit, freshness and concentration of aromatic components in the wine.This  wine is kept on the lees for 2 
months before bottling to add subtle flavours to the wine. The wine isunoaked.

Tasting Notes
A delightful Sauvignon Blanc from Chile’s Valle Central. Zesty and refreshing with tropical fruit flavours of gooseberry,passion  fruit and hints 
of mouth-watering fresh lime.
Served chilled, it will partner well with roast chicken,fresh shell fish or a herby rich salad.
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